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Professional campaign expertise

Progressive priorities

Federalist, not Unionist

Progressive vision.
Campaigning spirit.

For a decade and a half, Ross has been amongst the
most active members of the Scottish Lib Dems. In
2015 he was employed as a Campaign Organiser in
a top target seat.
In 2016 he was Organiser for the West of Scotland.
Many members in the West will remember Ross
from this campaign pulling all the local parties
together to achieve a large increase in regional
votes for the party.
In 2017, Ross organised the East Dunbartonshire
Council election campaign: all Lib Dem candidates
were elected, and the SNP lost their group leader.
His professional understanding of the mechanics of
campaigning will be a huge asset at next year’s
Holyrood election.

Next year’s Holyrood election will not be all about the
constitution - voters care much more about bread and
butter issues like health and education.

However, we do still need to take a view - and that
cannot simply be a defence of the status quo. Poking
holes in the feasibility of independence is not enough.
Not all criticism of the Union can be written off as
nationalist grievance.

Ross is very clear that he does not support the status
quo, but that we should fix the UK rather than leave it.
Federalism is not just about more powers for Scotland,
but about a fundamental reform of the whole UK, to
end the constitutional imbalances driving support for
independence.

Our party should lay out a bold,
progressive vision for Scotland.
Liberalism is about social justice and
individual liberation. But recently,
we’ve hidden our progressive ideas
away from frontline campaigning in an
effort to become a values-free
receptacle for Unionist tactical votes.
It’s a strategy that has won us a few
seats in Edinburgh and Fife, but it is
not a strategy for long term success,
certainly not here in the West.
Ross will put progressive values at the
forefront of our campaigning - not
just because that’s what he believes,
but because that’s ultimately how a
liberal party wins votes.

Dear friend,

These regional list selections will
define our party’s future. We can
go into next year’s Holyrood
election with candidates who will
continue to pursue a strategy
that has left us with only five
MSPs.Orwecanselectcandidates
who understand that we must do
things differently.

Myyearsofcampaignexperience
have given me insight into how
we communicate with voters –
and Ibelieve thatwemustchange
course, urgently.

Our party has developed an
all-encompassing obsession
with chasing Unionist tactical
votes. This effectively precludes
us from making progress in
much of the country, and it has
caused liberal voters to abandon
us for other parties.

Meanwhile, Unionism in Scotland
has become more reactionary
and conservative. Support for
independence is growing because
all voters hear from Unionists
now is defence of a status quo
that we all know is indefensible.

We are not merely the liberal arm
of Unionism. We are a federalist
party that wants to see radical
reform of the UK, that wants to
empower individuals and to
advance social justice.

We must start trying to actually
win liberal votes again. As a West
of Scotland regional candidate,
that is what I will do.

I will build a campaign to find
liberal-minded voters in target
wards in every West of Scotland
council area, to reach those
voters with distinctly liberal
messaging, and to then turn
them out to vote in May.

Those liberal voters are out there.
We’ve just stopped speaking to
them. Vote for me, and I will help
us speak to them again.


